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Abstract : Dental trauma occurs frequently in children and often can lead to pulpal necrosis. When pulp tissue 

becomes necrotic in immature teeth, the prognosis of the teeth is compromised because of the root(s) presents 

several challenges including difficulties in cleaning and shaping large canals with open apices, obturation of 

canals with open apices, and potential root fractures caused by thin and /or weakened root walls. An optimal 

approach for treating the immature permanent tooth with necrotic pulp would be to regenerate functional 

pulpal tissue that fosters continued root development and immune competency. This article will review the early 

attempts to regenerate pulp tissue and current progress and feasible strategies of tissue engineering in 

endodontics, and dental pulp regeneration. 
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I. Introduction 
Trauma to the anterior teeth, commonly found among young children, accounts for one third of all 

traumatic injuries in boys and one fourth of all injuries in girls(1,2). Population-based studies from around the 

world indicate that the prevalence of dental trauma injuries is about 4%–59%, with the majority of cases 

occurring in incisors and often can lead to pulpal necrosis (3). The occurrence of pulpal necrosis in the 

permanent but immature tooth often represents a challenging clinical situation because the thin and often short 

roots increase the risk of subsequent fracture. Current approaches for treating the traumatized immature tooth 

with pulpal necrosis do not reliably achieve the desired clinical outcomes, consisting of healing of apical 

periodontitis, promotion of continued root development, and restoration of the functional competence of pulpal 

tissue. An optimal approach for treating the immature permanent tooth with a necrotic pulp would be to 

regenerate functional pulpal tissue (4). Procedures attempting to preserve the potentially remaining dental pulp 

stem cells and mesenchymal stem cells of the apical papilla can result in canal revascularization and the 

completion of root maturation. It encourages a longer and thicker root to develop thus decreasing the propensity 

of long term root fracture (5). 

The research on regeneration of a pulp-dentin complex has a long history. It was introduced by Ostby 

(6) in 1961, and in 1966, Rule and Winter (7) documented root development and apical barrier formation in 

cases of pulpal necrosis in children. In 1971, Nygaard-Ostby & Hjortdal performed studies that can be 

considered the fore runner of pulpal regeneration (8). The results of these studies were variable. However, the 

materials and instruments available 40–50 years ago were probably not sufficient and adequate. Thus, with 

advances in basic research, recent reports and studies have shown successful application of tissue engineering 

and regeneration in the field of dentistry, using greatly improved materials, instruments, and medications. So it 

could be possible to effectively disinfect an infected pulp, artificially place a scaffold and/or by harnessing the 

natural regenerative potential of the dental pulp, and then effectively seal the access cavity to resist subsequent 

infection. 

The American Association of Endodontists‘ Glossary of Endodontic Terms defines regenerative 

endodontics as ―biologically-based procedures designed to physiologically replace damaged tooth structures, 

including dentin and root structures, as well as cells of the pulp-dentin complex‖(9). Presently, two concepts 

exist in regenerative endodontics to treat non-vital infected teeth - one is the active pursuit of pulp-dentine 

regeneration to implant or regrow pulp tissue based on tissue engineering principles, and the other in which new 

living pulp tissue is expected to form from the cells present in the apical end of the teeth itself, by creating an 

environment conductive to revascularization of the root canal system and allowing continued root development. 
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II. Tissue Engineering 
Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of engineering and life 

sciences toward the development of biological substitutes that restore, maintain, or improve tissue function (1). 

Tissue engineering approach requires the three main key elements (triad): stem cells, scaffold of extracellular 

matrix (ECM) and growth factors (signals for morphogenesis) (10,11). 

 

1.1. Stem cells  

A stem cell is defined as a cell that has the ability to continuously divide and produce progeny cells 

that differentiate (develop) into various other types of cells or tissues(12). Stem cells are further delineated in 

terms of whether the cells are embryonic stem cells (fetal stem cells) or post-natal (adult) stem cells (13). 

Embryonic (fetal) stem cells are derived from embryos (blastocysts), are pluripotent, can self-renew and have 

plasticity greater than the post-natal stem cells (14). Thus, these stem cells are more valuable in tissue 

engineering but are not used readily because of the controversial ethical and legal issues linked to their sourcing. 

Currently, a lot of focus has been given to post-natal (adult) stem cells (15).  

Postnatal stem cells have been found in almost all body tissues (16), including dental tissues(17,18). To date, 

five types of human dental stem cells have been isolated and characterized:  

a) Dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs). (19) 

b) Stem cells from human exfoliated deciduous teeth (SHED). (20) 

c) Stem cells from apical papillae (SCAP). (21,22) 

d) Periodontal ligament stem cells (PDLSCs). (23) 

e) Dental follicle progenitor cells (DFPCs). (24) 

 

All types of postnatal dental stem cells studied have mesenchymal stem cell-like qualities, such as 

capacity for self-renewal and multilineage differentiation. DPSCs exhibited a higher proliferation rate compared 

with bone marrow stromal stem cells (BMSCs) in vitro. Both DPSCs and BMSSCs express smooth muscle and 

endothelial markers. DPSCs express dentin sialophosphoprotein (DSPP), a gene that encodes for dentin 

sialoprotein and dentin phosphoprotein, which is important for dentinogenesis and  they are also able to generate 

a dentin pulp-like complex by in vivo transplantation (25). From both DPSCs and SHED, tissue similar to 

normal dentin-pulp is reported to be regenerated which can be later on used for regenerative endodontics (26). 

But SHED are retrieved from a tissue that is ‗disposable‘ and readily accessible. SHED also show higher 

proliferation capability, abundant cell supply and painless stem-cell collection with minimal invasion, so SHED 

could be a desirable option as a cell source for regenerative endodontics;(27) however, in comparision, DPSCs 

show higher inclination towards neuronal lineage (28). SCAP have higher proliferation rate as compared to 

DPSCs. They appear to be the source of primary odontoblasts that are responsible for root dentin formation 

whereas DPSCs are the likely source of replacement odontoblast. SCAP represent early progenitor cells (22), so 

whether SCAP are a more suitable stem-cell source than DPSCs and SHED require further investigation. Viable 

periodontal ligament is reported to be generated from PDLSCs (29). 

      There are two major approaches to deliver stem cells into the root canal for pulp regeneration: 

 

1.1.1. Cell transplantation 

                   This involves direct delivery of autologous or allogeneic stem cells into the root canals. Studies in 

animals have shown promising results with this approach for regenerative endodontics (30). There is still a need 

for good in situ models for human regenerative procedures, as they would be used on patients. The major 

roadblocks for clinical translation are immune rejection potential (for allogeneic cells), regulatory approval for 

using in patients, and high cost. Immunocompatible off-the-shelf allogeneic stem cells could potentially be used 

to formulate a viable commercial product to use for total dentin-pulp regeneration in endodontic practice (31). 

 

1.1.2. Cell homing 

                  This involves the use of chemotactic factors like Stromal Cell Derived Factor (SDF)-1 that can 

induce migration of stem cells from the periapical area into the root canal. Immune rejection is therefore not an 

issue. This has been investigated in animal models as an adjunct to stem cell transplantation, but not as a stand-

alone technique (30). The regulatory approval process to use this technique in human patients would be much 

easier, and the cost much lower. However, the results may depend on the distance that cells need to migrate, so 

the longer the root length, the less favorable the prognosis would be (31).  

The first manufactured medicament based on allogeneic stem cell transplantation was recently granted 

regulatory approval to treat children suffering from graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). Stem cell banking of 

Stem Cells from Exfoliated Deciduous teeth (SHED) and DPSCs from extracted third molars has already been 

commercialized in anticipation of clinical therapeutic applications. Inflamed pulp tissues are currently discarded 

as medical waste, but they have been shown to contain stem cells with regenerative potential and may be 
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considered as an alternative and more attainable source of DPSCs (32). The timeline for translation of tissue 

engineering into clinical endodontic practice remains to be seen, but there already appears to be an explosion of 

basic science research in this field. 

 

1.2. Scaffold 

A scaffolds provide support for cell organization, proliferation, differentiation and vascularization (33).  

A scaffold should be porous to allow for placement of cells and also be biocompatible with host tissue (34). It 

should be biodegradable and should degrade gradually so that it is replaced by regenerative tissue (35). It should 

be effective for transport of nutrients and waste (36). Current Regenerative endodontic procedures have utilized 

dentin as well as the blood clot (37) or platelet-rich plasma (38) to provide scaffolds in the root canal. However, 

many types of biodegradable or permanent scaffolds made of natural (collagen, hyaluronic acid, chitosan and 

chitin) or synthetic (polylactic acid, polyglycolic acid, tricalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite) materials are 

available (39, 40). Recently, peptide hydrogel nanofibers and various fibrin gels have been investigated as 

potential scaffolds for dental pulp tissue engineering (41). 

 Collagen is the most widely studied natural scaffold. The most widely used synthetic scaffolds are 

polymers of lactide and glycolide. In regenerative endodontics, a tissue engineered pulp is not required to 

provide structural support to the tooth. So, engineered pulp tissue can be administered in a soft three-

dimensional scaffold matrix, such as polymer hydrogel (42), which can be injected at the site (injectable 

scaffold delivery). Hydrogels have similar physical properties as that of living tissue, which is due to their high 

water content, soft and rubbery consistency and low interfacial tension with water or biological fluids. Research 

is focusing on making hydrogels photo-polymerizable (43) or self-hardening e.g., silanized hydroxyl-propyl-

methyl cellulose,(44) so that they form rigid structures once they are implanted into the tissue sites. Another 

injectable scaffold studied is β-tricalcium phosphate (45). It is alginate in gel phase and forms beads in solid 

phase. Other materials that have been tried and tested as scaffold structures are fibronectin, MTA, fibrous 

titanium mesh, treated dentine, enamel matrix derivatives (Emdogain) and biodegradable porous calcium 

phosphate (15,46). 

 The triad of DPSCs, collagen scaffold, and Dentin Matrix Protein (DMP)-1 were placed in simulated 

perforation sites in dentin slices. After 6 weeks of subcutaneous implantation on the dorsal surfaces of immuno-

deficient mice, organized matrix formation similar to that of pulpal tissue was seen which might lead to hard 

tissue formation. In the group using only collagen scaffold, degrading collagen was observed without the 

presence of any calcified tissues (47). Collagen gel solution was successfully used in a cell-homing approach to 

regeneration along with multiple combined growth factors such as beta-Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), 

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), or Platelet-Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) with a basal set of 

Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) and Bone Morphogenetic Protein-7 (BMP7) (48). 

 

1.3. Growth factors 

Growth factors are proteins that bind to receptors on the cell and act as signals to induce cellular 

proliferation and/or differentiation (49). Examples of key growth factors in pulp and dentin formation include 

bone morphogenetic protein (50), transforming growth factor–beta (51) and fibroblastic growth factor (52). 

Current REPs aim to utilize growth factors found in platelets (41) and dentin (53). Recent studies have shown 

that dentin contains a number of bioactive molecules that, when released, play an important role in regenerative 

procedures (53, 54). 

 Thus, the potential use of growth factors in dentistry is in conjunction with stem cells to provide 

replacement of diseased tooth pulp via tissue engineering. A possible future prospect could be the incorporation 

of these growth factors in restorative and endodontic materials to stimulate dentin-pulp complex regeneration 

(15). How to deliver the growth factors effectively is one of the main challenges we are facing now. Direct 

application of growth factors often results in only temporary release. The limited half-life and unstable release 

of growth factors are unfavorable for new tissue formation. For this, an alternative approach is to deliver a gene 

that encodes for growth instead of delivering growth factors itself called gene therapy. 

 Mouse dental papilla cells transfected with growth/differentiation factor 11 (Gdf11) were demonstrated 

to express dentin sialoprotein (Dsp) (55); Osteo-dentin formation during pulpal wound healing was observed in 

dog teeth in vivo after Gdf11 electroporation. The same group also used Gdf11 ultrasound-mediated gene 

delivery using microbubbles, demonstrating complete reparative dentin formation in animal model in vivo (56). 

The effectiveness of this kind of in vivo gene therapy highly depends on the vitality of the remaining dental pulp 

cells. Ex vivo gene therapy, involving the transfer of in vitro transfected cells back in vivo, may provide a better 

solution. The Nakashima group also proved that the transplanted Gdf11-electrotransfected pulp cell pellet 

stimulated reparative dentin formation (57). 
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 Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

        The tissue engineering triad of scaffold, stem cells and morphogens might be essential for 

successful pulp regeneration. However, without proper angiogenesis/vasculogenesis to supply enough nutrients 

and oxygen to the transplanted or migrated stem cells into the root canal, pulp regeneration would not be 

successful. VEGF is an excellent regulator of angiogenesis and is known to increase vascular permeability. 

VEGF is a potent endothelial cell mitogen and angiogenic factor that has been shown to play a central 

role in vascular responses that accompany a number of physiological and pathological processes (58). VEGF 

induces chemotaxis, proliferation and differentiation of human dental pulp cells (59, 60). In addition, VEGF is 

also involved in the proliferation of endothelial cells, enhances their survival in the toxic oxygen-deficient 

environment, and stimulates neovascularization in the area of injury (61). In an in vivo study using the 

immunodeficient mice model, tooth slices treated with 0 or 50 ng/mL rhVEGF165 for one hour, demonstrated 

increased pulp microvessel density, which is potentially beneficial for pulp regeneration (62). 

Dentin contains many growth factors including VEGF and cytokines that are embedded in the matrix 

during dentinogenesis through their interactions with non-collagenous proteins and other extracellular matrix 

components (63). Among these growth factors, angiogenic growth factors (VEGF) released from the matrix as a 

result of matrix breakdown during tissue injury or during pulp regeneration procedures by EDTA, could make 

an important contribution to the overall reparative/regenerative response of the dentine-pulp complex (64).  

 

III. Revascularization (Harnessing The Natural Regenerative Potential Of Dental Pulp) 
Translation of dental tissue-engineering approaches to the clinic will make considerable contributions 

to these outcomes in the future, but exploiting the natural regenerative potential of dentin-pulp to enhance 

wound-healing responses offers solutions for maintaining pulp vitality now. During the period of 1993–2007, 

several key publications prompted a reemergence of a biological or regenerative approach for endodontic 

treatment. During this period, several case reports were published in which immature permanent teeth with pulp 

necrosis were disinfected, followed by creating bleeding into canal system by overinstrumenting  the apical 

tissue  and placing a coronal restoration. The resulting clinical outcome was a resolution of sinus tracts, pain, 

and swelling and a dramatic increase in radiographic root length and width, which often occurred 0.5–2 years 

after treatment (37, 65-68). A retrospective analysis by Bose et al (69) on 48 regenerative cases reported a 

significant increase in radiographic root development for both root length and root width as compared with 

MTA apexification procedures. These findings were recently replicated in an independent patient population 

(70), which extended the original findings of Bose et al by demonstrating significantly greater tooth survival 

after regenerative treatment (100%) compared with teeth treated with Ca(OH)2 apexification (77%). Although 

caution must be applied to these clinical findings because case reports may be biased for reporting positive 

outcomes , the preponderance of publications to date suggest that regenerative endodontic treatment of the 

immature permanent tooth can lead to healing of apical periodontitis, continued radiographic root development, 

and improved tooth survival. 

 

IV. Consideration For Regenerative Procedures (71) 
4.1   Case selection: 

 Tooth with necrotic pulp and an immature apex 

 Pulp space not needed for post/core, final restoration 

 Compliant patient 

 

4.2   Informed consent: 

 Two (or more) appointments 

 Use of antimicrobial(s) 

 Possible adverse effects: staining of crown/root, lack of response to treatment, pain/infection 

 Alternatives: MTA apexification, no treatment, extraction (when deemed nonsalvageable) 

 Permission to enter information into AAE database (optional) 

 

4.3   First appointment: 

 Local anesthesia, rubber dam isolation, access 

 Copious, gentle irrigation with 20 mL NaOCl using an irrigation system that minimizes the 

possibility of extrusion of irrigants into the periapical space (eg, needle with closed end and side 

vents, or EndoVac). To minimize potential precipitate in the canal, use sterile water or saline 

between NaOCl; lower concentrations of NaOCl are advised, to minimize cytotoxicity to stem cells in 

the apical tissues. 

 Dry canals 
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 Place antibiotic paste or calcium hydroxide. If the triple antibiotic paste is used: (1) consider sealing 

pulp chamber with a dentin bonding agent to minimize risk of staining, and (2) mix 1:1:1 

ciprofloxacin/metronidazole/minocycline (or, if esthetics are crucial, then consider a 1:1 mixture of 

ciprofloxacin/metronidazole). 

 Deliver into canal system via lentulo spiral, MAP system, or Centrix syringe 

 If triple antibiotic paste is used, ensure that it remains below the CEJ (to minimize crown staining) 

 Seal with 3 to 4 mm of Cavit, followed by immediate restorative material, glass ionomer cement, or 

another temporary material 

 Dismiss patient for 3 to 4 weeks 

 

4.4   Second appointment: 

 Assess response to initial treatment. If there are signs/symptoms of persistent infection, consider 

additional treatment time with antimicrobial, or alternative antimicrobial. 

 Anesthesia with 3% mepivacaine without vasoconstrictor, rubber dam, isolation 

 Copious, gentle irrigation with 20 mL of ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, followed by normal 

saline, using a similar closed-end needle 

 Dry with paper points 

 Create bleeding into canal system by overinstrumenting (endo file, endo explorer) 

 Stop bleeding 3 mm from CEJ 

 Place CollaPlug/CollaCote at the orifice, if necessary 

 Place 3 to 4 mm of white MTA and reinforced glass ionomer and place permanent restoration 

 

4.5   Follow-up: 

Clinical and radiographic examination: 

 No pain or soft tissue swelling (often observed between first and second appointments) 

 Resolution of apical radiolucency (often observed 6–12 months after treatment) 

 Increased width of root walls (this is generally observed before apparent increase in root length and 

often occurs 12–24 months after treatment) 

 Increased root length (71). 

 

V. What Tissue Is In The Canal? 
Previous reports have shown the re-establishment of pulp-like tissue in canals that were previously 

void of pulp tissue (72) or had necrotic tissue present (73). However, histology after REPs in dogs shows that 

the radiographic changes in the root may be from the deposition of cementum-like and bone-like tissues (74), 

suggesting ingrowth of periodontal ligament tissue versus pulp tissue. Furthermore,  Wang et al (75) reported 

histologic evidence from dogs suggesting that increased root length and thickness were from apposition of 

cementum-like tissue. The likelihood of achieving regeneration of pulp tissue versus other tissues may be 

estimated based on a study by Ritter et al (76) in which approximately 30% of replanted dog teeth had pulp 

tissue reentering the canal space. A recent review by Andreasen and Bakland (77) based on an analysis of more 

than 1200 traumatized teeth and 370 autotransplanted premolars provides additional information regarding 

possible outcomes. They described 4 types of healing outcomes: 

1. Revascularization of the pulp with accelerated dentin formation leading to pulp canal obliteration 

2. Ingrowth of cementum and periodontal ligament (PDL) 

3. Ingrowth of cementum, PDL, and bone 

4. Ingrowth of bone and bone marrow 

Recent histologic evidence from 2 cases reports suggests that regenerated pulp tissue may be in the canal  

space after REPs(78,79). However the study conducted by Martin et al (80) where histological analysis 

of teeth has been possible after treatment by a simple revascularisation procedure or by application of platelet-

rich plasma, deposition of a mineralised layer on the radicular walls was observed, which appeared to be of 

periodontal rather than pulpal origin. This suggests that the new tissue was not of dentinogenic origin and 

emphasises the limitations of radiography for characterising new mineralised tissue formation in endodontics. 

Nevertheless, effective apical closure is a key goal of apexification techniques (81) and whether this is achieved 

with a dentinogenic or a periodontal structure might be of lesser  

 

VI. Conclusion 
The aspect of dentine-pulp tissue engineering is of great interest with a large number of studies 

performed over the past several years. However, the science is still not able to allow clinical procedures to be 

performed routinely in humans. There are no clinical studies that can be routinely performed in an effort that 
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will lead to dentine-pulp repair and regeneration (82). The hope of the research to date rests on the ability that 

the use of naturally occurring cells at the site of injury may lessen side-effect risks. Pulp revascularization 

procedures have shown promising results clinically. Although the new approach to treatment can at times be 

challenging and the outcome of revascularization procedures still remains somewhat unpredictable, they 

represent an improvement over older treatment protocols that have left the roots short and the walls of the root 

canal thin and prone to fracture. They also leave the door open to other methods of treatment besides extraction, 

when they fail to achieve the desire result.  

It is important, however, to return to the objectives when trying to assess treatment success. If the 

objective is to induce healing of the periapical tissues, stimulate bone regeneration, and render the patient free 

from any signs or symptoms, then current regenerative treatments can be regarded a clinical success (although 

perhaps a biological failure). Filling the root canal space with a vital biological tissue has the significant 

advantage of providing an immuno-competent root canal filling with defensive capabilities for any future 

bacterial exposure like normal pulp tissue. Nevertheless, reports of some of the experimental studies involving  

recruitment of specific stem/progenitor cell populations and exploit endogenous signalling molecules 

sequestered in dentine to regenerate dentine-pulp tissue with physiological characteristics suggest that true pulp-

dentine regeneration may be a clinical reality in future 
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